
  

 

A Level Dance Bridging Work 

  

The aim of this work is to further prepare you for your A-level Dance course. As 
you are aware, the A-level course requires a deeper level of knowledge and 
understanding and these tasks are designed to facilitate your progress from GCSE 
to A-level, whilst also fostering an enthusiasm for studying the course content. 
 
Task 1:  
Prepare to lead a four- five minute warm up in a practical session. Think about 
your three different components: pulse raiser, mobilise and stretch. Choose a 
piece/ multiple pieces of music to accompany your warm up.  
 
Task: 2 
Research the choreographer Matthew Bourne. You should create a Powerpoint 
presentation of no more than 10 slides with information on the following; 

 Key Facts about his training and key influences 

 Choreographic Style, with examples of at least 2 of his dance works 

 Select one dance work and research this in detail with examples of 
movement components, design and Aural Setting 
 

Task: 3 
Watch the dance work ‘Strong Language’ by Richard Alston.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNZqZcCAflE 

 

Analyse the movement content, design, Aural Setting.  
You can do this in a table, as spider diagrams and with drawings as well as 
continuous prose.  
 
Task 4: 
The Great Wave off Kanagawa by Katsushika Hokusai 

 
4a) In response to this stimuli, 
create a sixteen count movement 
phrase that reflects the stimuli. 
You need to be prepared to teach 
this phrase to your peers. 
The movement content can be in 
any style and should represent 
your own unique way of moving 
and enjoying dance.  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kNZqZcCAflE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Katsushika_Hokusai


  

4b) Choose one relationship development that you will use to develop your motif 
in lesson with your peers.  
 
Relationship Content: lead and follow, mirroring, action and reaction, 
accumulation, complement and contrast, counterpoint, contact, formations. 
 
Items you will need for your first lesson:  

 Lever arch folder with dividers and pen.  

 Black leggings and black t-shirt/ leotard. 


